LINER WIPER PLUG LANDING COLLAR

The Tier 1 Liner Wiper Plug Landing Collar has a specifically designed internal profile that is a match to the associated Liner Wiper plug so that a permanent high-pressure seal can be established once they are latched together.

The Landing Collar is installed near the toe of the liner and above the float equipment.

Once latched together, the wiper plug and Landing Collar provided a 68.9MPa (10ksi) seal from above or below the plug. The internal components of the Landing Collar are easily removed by milling or drilling operations to full drift of the associated liner string.

CURRENT SIZES ➞ 114.3mm through 177.8mm (4.5" through 7")

STANDARD OFFERING ➞ L-80 / P-110 ➞ API connections

FEATURES & BENEFITS ➞ PDC millable to minimize removal time ➞ Rotationally locked for ease removal by milling or drilling ➞ 68.9 MPa (10ksi) rated seal when latched with plug to provide versatility for actuating associated equipment and managing downhole pressure

APPLICATIONS ➞ Cemented liners ➞ Vertical / Deviated / Horizontal

OPTIONS ➞ Premium / Semi-premium threads ➞ CRA materials ➞ Other sizes available on request